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Sidiz, a chair brand, aspires to support your passionate life on chairs that define your body 

and space, through which you can immerse in life as a HOMO SEDENS (Seating Human). 

Professionalism of chair designers and engineers at the Sidiz R&D center has been building up a 

solid foundation to make this sincere aspiration into the promise of good and affordable chairs. 

Combined with cutting-edge ergonomic technologies supporting human movements to the 

maximum level of comfort, our smart and creative designs imbue a stronger value to your life. 

Determined to manufacture only the highest quality products, our uncompromising spirit of 

craftsmanship manifests itself in the final touches on details. Sidiz’ passion for chairs your body 

and your lifestyle now extends towards the universal availability for global customer seeking for 

the higher quality in life. 
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Move, Respond and Follow Along With Your Body   Communication with human - T55 

Sit on a chair for long, and you would yearn for nothing more than a chair fits into your body so well that it ‘Follows 

along with your body’. The T55 series are chairs designed to offer the optimum comfort and support with the backrest 

and the seating area according to your body movements – all thanks to the ‘Slide & Sync system’. 

Chairs that follow your body movements – The T55 series are the chairs you have all been waiting for.

Slide & Sync

All according to the user’s movements, the backrest sliding 

and the curve below the backrest are protruded as a genuine 

lumbar support as if to synchronize the body and the chair in 

the optimum comfort.  

Sliding Headrest

Automatic sliding is enabled up to the headrest according to 

the backrest’s movements. So, the user can lean back with the 

sliding headrest adjusted in any posture.

 Synchronized Tilting

The maximum seating comfort is offered as the backrest and 

the seating area are designed to move in different angles 

depending on the extent of synchronized tilting.
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Fill Up Your Space with a Simple Square Frame  Design of T55 and your space

The T55 series with minimized decorations or frills based on the harmony of the modern square frame and the square line 

offers the visual charms as well as the body comfort. The double layers that seamlessly fill up the organically changing body 

movements move along with backrest, and also offer such a neat side view. 

Six colors that cover a wide coloration in a vivid and lively ambience – red, yellow, green, blue, black and gray – imbue the 

vitality depending on the color of your own. The chairs that epitomize your own style - they are the T55 series.
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The Chair of Your Choice   Experience the Difference

Let Your Body Breathe With a Double Layer Raschel Fabric  T55 Double Raschel

Double Raschel, a new roll-out of the T55 Series, touts an even firmer material with the double-layered mesh. The best 

comfort and stability your can ever think of is all yours with double elasticity. Enjoy the pleasant comfort as the air between 

the double layers freely comes in and out. The chair delivers a double surprise at what you see and what your body feels.  

Its Charisma Softens the Whole Body  T55 Leather

T55 Series is available in premium genuine leather, which provides soft touch and immaculate comfort. 

The natural feel of the quality leather will deepen over time. Why not relish T55 with premium genuine leather?

Features of Double Raschel

A double layer raschel fabric (Double Raschel) offers the pleasant 

feel of mesh along with firmer durability and higher elasticity. 

T55 Double Raschel’s texture also provides luxurious and 

prestigious look. 

Features of the Genuine Leather  

T55 Series, with the pores of the highest premium genuine 

leather made in Korea, tout excellent heat-insulation, moisture 

and ventilation effects. As the surface temperature of the leather 

changes according to the indoor temperature, it provides 

optimum comfort for the body. Product lifespan is much longer, 

thanks to the materials’ outstanding durability and hygiene.
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I Adjustable armrests : The adjustable armrest is height and depth adjustable depending on your physique. 
The armpad is made of TPU (Thermal Polyurethane), a non-irritating, recyclable material. TPU is also puffy and 

soft to the touch.

I Base : The base comes in two types : Aluminum and plastics. A highly sophisticated ambience is 
generated by the aluminum polished base depending on the chair usage and space.

I Casters : Casters come in two types : Polyurethane casters are soft and suitable for cement or wooden 
floors, and nylon casters are suitable for carpet floors. 

I Double Raschel Finish : A double layer raschel fabric (Double Rashcel) offers the pleasant feel of mesh 
along with firmer durability and higher elasticity. Not only that, T55 Double Raschel’s hexagonal design 

looking firm and yet haute will give you a higher prestige.

I Leather finish : For more elegant look of T55, an option of Italian genuine leather finish on the seating is 
available. For design consistency in the finish material, this option specifies also the same natural leather 

finishes on the armpad and the neckrest. For different finishes on the armrest and the neckrest other than 

the natural leather matching the seating, alternatives like artificial leather are available only through the 

customization procedure with the signed-off acceptance of any color deviation.

I Sliding adjustable headrest : The center of the headrest slides along the rail connected to the sliding 
backrest while the height and the angle of the headrest are adjustable. So, no matter how long you sit, and 

no matter what posture you take, the sliding adjustable headrest supports your head in the utmost comfort.

• Basic type

T550DAU
with adjustable armrests on the basic type 

- Slide & Sync system

  (Sliding backrest & lumbar support)

- Adjustable(depth) seat plate

- Height adjustable pneumatic cylinder

- Engineered plastic base

- Polyurethane casters

- Synchronized tilting mechanism

- Multi-limited tilting mechanism 

- Adjustable Armrests

T55 series offers a full range of variations according to your life style, preference, and needs.

Basic type and optional features Quick reference of variations

T55 swivel task chair
basic & standard features : T550DU

- Slide & Sync system

  (Sliding backrest & lumbar support)

- Adjustable(depth) seat plate

- Height adjustable pneumatic cylinder

- Engineered plastic base

- Polyurethane casters

- Synchronized tilting mechanism

- Multi-limited tilting mechanism 
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T550HDASU_L096
finished with luxury upholstery on T550HDASU  

- Slide & Sync system

  (Sliding backrest & lumbar support)

- Adjustable(depth) seat plate

- Height adjustable pneumatic cylinder

- Polished aluminum base

- Polished aluminum arm frame

- Polyurethane casters

- Synchronized tilting mechanism

- Multi-limited tilting mechanism 

- Adjustable Armrests

- Adjustable Headrest

- Genuine leather
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  Sliding Headrest

The center of the headrest along with the sliding backrest 

slides along the rail connected to the backrest. So, no matter 

how long you seat, and no matter what posture you take, the 

sliding headrest supports your head in the utmost comfort.

  Sliding Backrest

To support the user’s movements such as reclining and sitting 

up, the backrest slides on the rail of the rectangular outer frame.

  Lumbar Support

The lumbar support adjusts in synchronization with the sliding 

backrest, according to the movement of the user. The user 

will be provided with optimum support at the lumbar in any 

seating position.

Slide & Sync System

This innovative, double-layer structure mechanism allows the backrest to slide naturally according to the user’s seating 

movements. This smooth movement minimizes the friction between the user’s back and the backrest, fills the empty 

spaces around the lumbar, and allows 3D movements that truly synchronize the human body and the chair.
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T550HDAU
with adjustable armrests and headrest on the basic type 

- Slide & Sync system

  (Sliding backrest & lumbar support)

- Adjustable(depth) seat plate

- Height adjustable pneumatic cylinder

- Engineered plastic base

- Polyurethane casters

- Synchronized tilting mechanism

- Multi-limited tilting mechanism 

- Adjustable Armrests

- Adjustable Headrest
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1 | 2.  Adjustable Headrest (Optional)

The height and upper/lower angles of the headrest can be adjusted depending on your 

phsique.

3.  Adjustable Seat Depth 

By pulling out the lever under the seat, you may adjust the depth of your seating to fit your 

thingh size.

4.Synchronized Tilting

The “Synchronized Tilting” mechanism allows separate tilting of backrest and seating area at 

different angles, and allows the most suitable movement for you different postures.

5 | 6 | 7.  Adjustable Armrest, TPU Armpad (Optional)

The adjustable armrest is height and depth adjustable depending on your physique. 

The armpad is made of TPU (Thermal Polyurethane), a non-irritating, recyclable material. 

TPU is also puffy and soft to the touch..

13. Double Raschel

A double layer raschel fabric (Double Raschel) offers the pleasant feeling of mesh with long 

durability and higher elasticity.

14. Genuine Leather Finishes

An option of italian genuine leather finish on the neckrest, seating and backrest is available.

8. 5-Step Tilting Angle Limiter

More advanced than tilting angle locker, this 5-step multi limiter helps control over your 

maximum levels of tilting angle depending on your preferred working postures.

9 | 10. Height Adjustable Pneumatic Cylinder

The right-side flat-shaped level below the seating area can be pulled to adjust and 

minimize the height of the chair to suit your physique.

11.  Easy Tilting Tension Adjustment

Depending on your body weight and preference, you may easily adjust the tension of 

your tilting movement by turning the lever clock/anti-clockwise under the seat to an 

appropriate level.

12. Polyurethane Casters

The polyurethane-based casters reduce the chair noise while rotating or moving, and 

minimize the floor scratches.

15. Polished Aluminum Base

The die-casted aluminum base and armframes in polished aluminum create T55 luxurier 

and sturdier.

* All features are subject to change.

Attention to details and Design award 
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Standard Colors & Finishes

I Backrest & Seat

743 744

T55 Double Raschel 

T55 Double Raschel’s offer better durability and 

luxurious look

L096

Leather Finish 

An option of italian genuine leather finish on the 

neckrest, seating and backrest is available.
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Design Award  International design excellence awards finallist

Sidiz’s T55 Series, with its innovative “Slide & Sync System” mechanism and other ergonomic design 

features, was designated as a finalist of IDEA (International Design Excellence Awards), one of the 

world’s most prestigious design awards. For the first time as a Korean furniture brand, Sidiz was awarded 

at the IDEA and was able to showcase its quality in design.  Sidiz continues to receive highest acclaims 

internationally with its innovative technology and forward-looking style. 
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The printed color representations on this brochure may look different from the actual products.
The features described on this brochure may be subject to change due to the on-going R&D and improvements.
The dimensional information may have some discrepancies depending on methods of measurement.

Office Fursys Bldg, 45-1 Ogeum-dong, Songpa-gu, Seoul 138-857, Korea   

 T. 82-2-443-0066    F. 82-2-443-3812

Factory  536-12, Segyo-dong, Pyeongtaek-si, Gyeonggi-do 450-818, Korea

 T. 82-31-651-9999    F. 82-31-651-9990 

www.sidiz.com
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